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Company/
Organized By

Marina Bay Sands Pte Ltd

Entity Type
Location
Contact Details

✔

Venue

Organizer

Country/Region:

Singapore

City:

Singapore

Other, please specify:

Name:
Email address:

GoGreen@marinabaysands.com

✔ Yes, I don’t mind my contact details being published.

Initiative Title

Please provide the title of the
initiative.

Initiative Summary

Please provide a brief summary of
the initiative.

Partnerships

Please describe any partnerships
made in planning or implementing
this initiative.

Future Partnerships
Please describe any future
partnerships to consider (e.g.
organizers, venue, NGO, etc.).

Relevant Sustainable
Development Goal(s)

Responsible Seafood at Marina Bay Sands

Since 2017, Marina Bay Sands has been partnering with the World Wide Fund for Nature
(WWF) Singapore to raise sustainability standards within Asia's hospitality industry, starting
with ocean conservation. Through the partnership, Marina Bay Sands and WWF have jointly
developed measurable and achievable goals to improve responsible procurement within the
Integrated Resort and transform our supply chain. Under the programme, Marina Bay Sands
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Note: This information is optional and confidential. It is collected as an experimental exercise
this year, in order to assess the needs and possible networking services.

✔

Please select all SDGs with which
your initiative aligns.

✔

GOAL 1: No Poverty
GOAL 2: Zero Hunger
GOAL 3: Good Health and Well-Being
GOAL 4: Quality Education
GOAL 5: Gender Equality
GOAL 6: Clean Water and Sanitation
GOAL 7: Affordable and Clean Energy
GOAL 8: Decent Work and Economic Growth

✔

✔

✔

✔

Description of the
Initiative

GOAL 9: Industry, Innovation and Infrastructure
GOAL 10: Reduced Inequality
Comm
GOAL 11: Sustainable Cities and Communities
GOAL 12: Responsible Consumption and Production
GOAL 13: Climate Action
GOAL 14: Life Below Water
GOAL 15: Life on Land
GOAL 16: Peace and Justice Strong Institutions
GOAL 17: Partnerships to Achieve the Goal

Please provide a detailed
description of the initiative.

Our partnership with WWF kicked off with a primary focus on seafood and ocean
conservation, with Marina Bay Sands aiming to have 50% of our total seafood by volume
sourced responsibly by 2020, of which we are on track to meet. In Q1 2019, 35% of our
seafood came from responsible sources. Marina Bay Sands also does not offer any seafood
from the AVOID list of WWF’s Seafood Guide across its own F&B operations.

Location of the
Initiative

The WWF collaboration adds another layer to Marina Bay Sands’ global sustainability
strategy
– Sands ECO360, which drives the stewardship of responsible business in the areas
Country/Region:
Singapore and Malaysia
of green buildings, environmentally responsible operations, green meetings and sustainability
City:
education
and outreach.
Marina Bay Sands is progressively increasing the responsible sourcing of its seafood by

Initiative Type

etc. (TBD)

Initiative Date
Monetary Impact

10/25/17

In-kind Donation
Amount:

Time Invested

Participation Hours
Number of hours:

Impact on Persons

Persons Benefited
Number of people:

Other Impact

Metric:

If there is another pertinent metric,
please add it in the free entry field
here (e.g. KWH of renewable energy
used, KgCO2e of carbon saved, no.
of trees not used, etc.).

Amount:

Feedback/
Lessons Learned
Please share any key lessons
learned, unexpected results or
challenges, or advice for those
interested in hosting a similar
activity.

Online Links
Please include any online links
that feature your activity, if
available.

Attachments
Please include any photos,
promotional materials, activity
handouts, or other documents.

Amount of responsibly-sourced seafood (refer to Description of Initiative for details)

For Marina Bay Sands, the scale of our operations is both an opportunity and a challenge.
Challenges came when we looked into introducing sustainable seafood across the property –
not only did we have to source for sustainable ingredients, we also needed time to go down
the line to educate our staff and chefs to create new menus.
To meet our demand, we needed to find an increasing volume of reliable suppliers who are
able to provide responsible seafood. Through our collaboration with WWF, we have been
actively funding and engaging suppliers in the region to become more sustainable.
http://www.wwf.sg/wwf_singapore/news_stories/?uNewsID=314810
That
being said, the extensiveness of our operations is also the reason why Marina Bay
https://www.straitstimes.com/singapore/mbs-to-reel-in-more-sources-of-sustainable-seafood
Sands
has been able to influence change within the industry in terms of responsible
https://www.3blmedia.com/News/Marina-Bay-Sands-and-World-Wide-Fund-Nature-Workingsourcing.
The scale of our commitment has allowed us to have a bigger impact, through
Together-Ocean-Conservation-Stewardship
initiatives such as removing certain species of fish that are are clearly under the threat from
https://www.ttgmice.com/2017/10/26/marina-bay-sands-takes-big-step-forward-in-food-sustai
our menus – such as shark fin and the Red Garoupa.
nability/

Click here to attach documents

